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Della Spa, Lonavala

Nestled in between the serene hills of Lonavala at Della Adventure & Resorts, Della Spa  strikes 
the perfect balance between contemporary design elements and earthy tones to provide a 
rejuvenating experience for their clients

Architectural Masterpiece

V I S U A L  D Y N A M I C S

– Jimmy Mistry,
Chairman & Managing Director, 

Della Group

 In India, it is 
rare for a spa to be  
operational for 24 hours. 
This is our USP. At Della 
Spa & Salon, we ensure 
that the guest enjoys 
our services and feels 
well looked after. 

Size of the spa: 3,000 square feet

Owner: The Della Spa is a part of Della Adventure & Resorts, owned by Jimmy Mistry, 
who has set new benchmarks within the Hospitality industry in the region.

About the spa: Nestled in between the serene hills of Lonavala at Della Adventure 
& Resorts, Della Spa has been created with the sole objective to provide ‘Gen Next 
Hospitality’ services to the clients. The spa is one-of-its-kind with 24X7 operational facility 
that takes them a notch higher in terms of client service, when compared to other spas. 
It prioritises elegant and soothing experience for the clients to help them rejuvenate their 
mind, body and soul. The spa is well-equipped with seven treatment suites inclusive of four 
couple suites to ensure clients unwind in a cocoon-like environment. It is a perfect get-away 
to indulge your senses.

The décor focuses on earthy tones with elements of green like fortune bamboos, usage 
of plants in the corridors and felt. The dark brown satin walls are balanced out with walls 
that have animal print accents. The spa has a bevy of services on offer along with some 
decadent oils that will have you spoilt for choice. The couples’ suite is the major highlight 
of the spa. Complete with all the amenities, this is definitely one of the most popular 
experience that clients look forward to. The room has a luxurious vibe, with two beds for the 
couple to relax, a steam and shower, and a Jacuzzi to relax post-service. 

About the services: The spa offers an extensive menu of over 20 body and beauty 
treatments, integrating contemporary Oriental spa approach. The signatures treatments 
like, the Royal Indulgence Therapy, Hot Stone Massage Therapy, and more, are extremely 
popular with guests. The Royal Indulgence is a signature treatment that begins with a 
soothing massage, followed by a body scrub. After cleansing, a purifying mask is applied 
and while the client waits for the mask to dry, a gentle head massage completes the 
experience.

The Hot Stone Massage Therapy involves the use of smooth heated stone in combination 
with a rejuvenation massage. It helps to relax muscles, ease stress, relax toxins and 
recharge your energy levels.

Address: Kunegaon, Lonavala, Maharashtra - 410401.

Reservations: Toll Free 1800 3070 5050

Website: www.dellaresorts.com/della-spa  

by Shivpriya Bajpai


